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                  Laura & Maria 

May is Mental Health Awareness Month! 

“May Day is lei day in Hawaii…Garlands of flowers everywhere...All of the colors of the rain-
bow….Maidens with blossoms in their hair…..Flowers that mean we should be hap-
py…..throwing aside our load of care….May Day is Lei Day in Hawaii…...May Day is happy day 
out there.” 

And that’s what Friendship House does.  Makes us happy and throws away our load of care. 

May is a good month for mental health awareness.  We did our usual sign-waving, and ac-

cording to Debby (one of our board members), we did a good job.   When we were waving our 

signs Terry-Ann and Maria were giving a play-by-play commentary for me, the blind girl, on 

what kind of vehicles and what kind of reactions we were receiving….whether we got a wave, 

a toot, or a shaka. We were noting what kinds of cars and 

trucks were going by and who was giving a positive response.  

We were yelling “Aloha and thank you for reading our signs 

and responding.”  We were having a blast!!   

Terry-Ann (our Clubhouse director) is                                               

emphasizing wellness, like the way flowers                                           

bring happiness. That is what mental well-                                                             

ness, physical wellness, social wellness,                                                 

spiritual wellness and the dreaded financial                                        

wellness (ha!) brings.   

“May Day is lei day in Hawaii….May Day is                           

happy day out there.” 
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Louie Preps a Pineapple in 10 Minutes! 

When we learned that Louie has  many years of experience helping his family prep food for luau and parties,  

we quickly took advantage of his skills in our kitchen.  We were especially impressed that he is able to clean 

and cut up an entire pineapple in about 10 minutes. Thanks to Louie, we’re on the road to healthier meals and 

have fruit salad as an option for dessert at least twice a week!  Yum!!! 

 

Food Service Unit Report 

                   Young Veterans               

We didn’t want to miss 2 very important members who contribute tirelessly in the run-

ning of the clubhouse.  Manuel has been a member of Friendship House for 6 years.  His 

bus usually gets him to Friendship House after our morning meeting is over, but as soon 

as he steps in the clubhouse door, he goes directly to our task board and makes sure that 

his name is on the board for certain tasks.  He quietly goes about his jobs (sanitizing the 

area, watering plants, cleaning the bathrooms, etc) and offers his help wherever it’s needed.  His comment, “We gotta do 

things cause others maybe not going do it.  I don’t mind that.”  Justin said that when it comes to Manuel, “It’s pretty much 

automatic.  He just volunteers and makes sure that it’s complete.  He never misses a beat.”  

Presten joined the clubhouse back in 2019 and says, “I like stay over here, good job as why.  I like to wash dishes and mop.  

And check voicemail.”  Justin said, “Presten just sticks to 1 thing and when he’s pau, he just pick up something else.” 

Justin feels that Presten is like the younger version of Manuel.  “Every time they just step up, step up, step up.  They don’t 

make a big issue about it, they just volunteer for what the task is.  Most people do a little, don’t do it fully, but Manuel and 

Presten are committed.” 

All pau! 

Cut off the crown 

 Communications Unit Report 

      Clean the sides     Continue around the entire fruit Cut  off the bottom 

      Cut off the core            Cut into bite-size pieces 
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 Employment Update 
Dedicacion’s Journey to Work 

 

Dedicacion has been working with her sister on the beautiful north shore of Kauai for 7 years.   She 
helps maintain the grounds of a private vacation home and sometimes will assist with some janitorial 
tasks as well.   Dedicacion is an extremely diligent worker.  We’ve seen that first hand when she sweeps 
and mops the Clubhouse, moving furniture to get in the nooks and crannies where dust and debris 
seem to settle. She’s also helped in our clubhouse garden and yard, braving the blazing sun to pull the 
stubborn weeds that insist on flourishing. 

The fact that Dedicacion is working is a celebration in itself, but that she travels almost 50 miles (one 
way!) to get to work is an incredible feat!  And she does it on the bus!!!!  She usually leaves the westside 
at 5:30 am, traveling 2 1/2hours to Hanalei where her employer lives.  Recently there was a landslide 
that cut off the north shore from the rest of the island.  It took about a week to open up one lane of 
traffic, and Dedicacion said that she sometimes sits in traffic for 30 minutes waiting for the lane to 
open. 

After a full day’s work, she then travels 50 miles back to the westside, usually arriving home by 7:30 
pm. 

Dedicacion’s employer recently sold his home, so her last day of work will be August 23.  The commit-
ted worker that she is, she’s already approached the Clubhouse for assistance with finding another job.  
Hopefully, we’ll be able to find something a little closer to her home.  :)   

We look forward to having her come here more often while she’s looking for another job.  She is really 
a joy to be around. 
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What’s up at the Clubhouse 

     

On May 21, a bunch of members, staff and our board members got together 

and stood next to the highway in front of our Clubhouse to hold signs pro-

moting mental wellness.   We waved to passing cars in an effort to get peo-

ple’s attention and increase awareness about mental health.   The signs we 

created had the following phrases:  “You are not Alone,” “Mental Health,” 

“Eliminate Stigma,” “See the Person, not the Illness,” “Mental Health Mat-

ters,” and “Break the Stigma.”   

The way to mental wellness is to break stigma.  We’re not what the stigma 

claims.  We are mentally well.  And if we eliminate stigma, people won’t be 

afraid to seek the support they need to attain wellness.  

We give a lot of experiences that lead to mental wellness 

at the Clubhouse, both positive and negative, that leads 

us to distinguish one from the other and figure out how 

to cope, and to be what we want to be, not what we don’t 

want to be. 

 

Sign waving for Mental Health Awareness! 

 
 

              Debby & Justin flex their muscles 

                 in preparation for sign-waving 
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Mental Wellness by Laura 

I was inspired to write this because when I first came to Friendship House, which is a psychosocial 

rehabilitation program, and read the standards, it struck me that this was the way to give us back 

our right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  Friendship House is a clubhouse where each 

member’s strengths and needs are emphasized rather than their mental illness, symptoms, or psy-

chiatric history.  Everyone is wanted and valued at the clubhouse, and Friendship House relies on 

the talents, skills, and abilities of all its members in order to function.  When you’re looking for 

symptoms, you kind of cause them to appear and appear and appear.    And when you focus on peo-

ple’s strengths, you cause that to appear, and appear and appear.  What I wanted to show was 

which standards pertain to the rights, the experiences, the working of the psychosocial rehabilita-

tion center. 

The clubhouse helps to make it possible for us to feel that our life is worth living.  And we’re also 

getting our freedom back, because they give you the right for consensus, which is the right to have 

your will and life choices respected.  And we get assistance in doing our choice of pursuit of happi-

ness.  I also notice that the standards have 8 parts, and each part relates to the rights that they give 

us….a guaranteed right to a place to come, a guaranteed right to meaningful relationships, a guar-

anteed right to meaningful work, and a guaranteed right to a place to return, which are the rights 

that we need in order to feel we belong, and also re-

lates to the wellnesses that Terry-Ann (our clubhouse 

director) is trying to actually physically establish for 

us.  The right to mental wellness, physical wellness, 

social wellness, spiritual wellness and the dreaded fi-

nancial wellness.  And it is  the standards that de-

scribe the who, what, when, where, why and how. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An elaboration of Laura’s concepts to the Clubhouse Standards 

will be included in future issues of our newsletter. 

Member Spotlight 
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THE PICTURE-PERFECT PHENOMENON OF THE GREATEST 

MOMENTS COCONUTS PT.4 

By:  Justin 
 

     As I spent my time here at Friendship House I started to notice 
something about everyone of the members that they had a routine 

that they had going for them as if for me I just sat down all around the place and 
observe everything that was going on and I started to get to know everybody but no 
one paid attention to me as they just ignore me and just walk pass me with no inter-
esting thing to say although there were a few here and there that comes around and 
ask me if I wanted some refreshments from the Snack Shop but I just decline and they 
went on their way but later they came back and tried to find something else to talk 
to me about and they go ARE YOU STAYING HERE FOR LUNCH? And I say something 
short like no I’m staying here for a little while! As I waited every time for my mom to 
call, I would blitz it out of there and all the members would go ARE YOU LEAVING 
NOW? And I go yes! And the members say OKAY THEN I SEE YOU TOMORROW! And as 
every day that I got up they were expecting me to do something different but no it’s 
the same routine every day until that I got my first thoughtful idea that a famous la-
dy once asked me if I wanted to make a thing called like a “Coconut Wireless” and she 
goes and try’s to explained it to me but I was so delusional that I didn’t even know 
what she was telling me to do so I just went for it and I say okay, yeah and that’s 
where I got my BIG break and she gave me my opportunity to express myself but most 
important thing is that I really tried all of my hardest to be exact as she thought me 
but I just couldn’t follow every day thing that was happening even though that every-
body wasn’t fully engage into the coconut wireless those times but as I dug deeper 
with all sorts of ideas and thoughts from many of the members that was so intrigue as 
I began to scout out what kinds of interesting things that would interest them, I 
started to come out with all kinds of titles and names that really made everybody 
took notice but sadly no one knew or know what was or what I was trying to put 
out there when suddenly it hit me and my light bulb came on and I was struggling to 
come up with a coconut wireless every day and I was busting my brains even trying to 
come up with some story to go with the name but I had to just crammed all kinds of 
paragraphs with big words that hopefully that would pass the title and I came up 
with some bogus ones that still no one would take but something in the titles really 
got everybody hooked on because I guess that they were anticipating an huge story 
that would come with it but sadly and horribly it was an train wreck! As I took my  
time and really write down all of the things that would benefit a really good reflec-
tion on the days of our lives as I slowly and momentarily I was gaining lots and lots 
of attention that I was looking for and it looks like that it isn’t going away anytime 
soon, so thank you all for giving me this influential influence that you have giving me 
to get thru these unsubstantial time in my life! (To Be Continued) Courtesy Completed 
by Sincerely yours truly: J.S     

Member Spotlight 
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Writer’s Corner 
 

STAR VS THE CITY OF A THOUSAND VILLIANS PT.1 

 

                                By: Justin   

 

A girl walks into a paralleled universe where the moment that she steps outside of 
the portal everyone froze as she goes HI everyone! And everybody just bolted for 
their lives as she is confused why everyone is so fearful as they scramble all around 
as a boy comes walking out and he goes you must be Star!! And the girl goes huh, I’m 
what? And what did you call me? And the boy goes you are Star the greatest super-
hero ever!! And the girl goes superhero, Star, huh what? And the boy goes look at 
the screen up there!! As she looks at the screen and she go but, how did? Where am 
I? what is this place? When did I? and the boy goes what’s with all the questions? 
You are famous you took out the biggest villain remember? And the girl goes yeah 
but I was a little girl that time and now I am with you, but wait is you Blaze! And 
the boy goes whoa, how’d you knew that? And the girl goes we have been separated 
for quite sometime now and now we are here, where have you been? And the boy 
goes Sam it’s me Josh!! And Sam goes Josh but I thought that you moved to another 
place!! And Josh goes I did but I moved back with my parents and then I sort of got 
sucked into this place, which as you can see I quite frankly I can’t believe that 
you’re here in person!! And Sam goes yay?? And Josh goes come on don’t be like that 
common cheer up!! And Sam goes what are we suppose to do here? and Josh goes well? 
And Sam goes I don’t like the sound of that, so what did you do? And Josh goes it’s 
not what I did, it’s what we didn’t do? And Sam goes what you mean what we didn’t 
do? And Josh goes do you remember the time that we took out that rogue villain? 
And Sam goes yeah!! And Josh goes well they all are here getting revenge on us!! And 
Sam goes one, two, three, four?? And Josh goes let me just say that all one thousand 
of them!! And Sam goes ONE THOUSAND!! AND Josh goes I’ll let you go so you can let 
all out!! And Sam goes errahh!!! As tensions starting to grow as a group of vicious 
rogue villains surround them and they go we are going to crush you into smither-
eens!! and Josh goes Sam now would be a great time to transform!! And Sam goes I 
can’t because I’m too busy losing my mind here!! as crowds and crowds are filling up 
the city, on the other side of the city a hidden villain is laughing at the chaos that 
is taking place at his area and he goes if these buffoons only knew who I have here 
those pathetic heroes are sure going to like this, my revenge is imminent without any 
boundaries ha, ha, ha!! As their allies fight for their lives in an arena full of vil-
lains!! (To be Continued)    
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 Artist’s Corner 

Keith has been learning how to navigate Publisher to help with the layout of 

our newsletter.  He has a degree in Business Technology, so this comes pretty 

easy for him. While he was stuck at home due to COVID restrictions, he creat-

ed this piece to share, which we felt was perfect for Mental Health Awareness 

Month. 

 


